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Abstract 

Cases of fractured mobile unicompartmental knee bearings have recently been reported;, the purpose of 

this study was to understand the mechanics behind these fractures and to examine the influence of 

different design modifications..  A parametric finite element model was used to examine the influence of 

different geometrical factors on the stresses within the bearing. Crack initiation occurred clinically in the 

centre of the bearing; , this correlated with the position of the maximum von Mises stress.  Tensile 

stresses, thought to propagate the fatigue crack, were maximal at the medial-lateral sides of the bearing, 

and the tensile vectors were normal to the fracture direction observed clinically.  Fully congruent femoral 

articulation on the bearing, use of a thicker bearing size, and minimising wear of the component; all 

reduced the risk of fracture.  For example, an unworn 6.5 mm thick bearing (no clinical fractures 

reported) had 21.6% lower medial-lateral tensile stress compared to an unworn 3.5 mm bearing (5 clinical 

fractures reported).  In turn, an unworn 3.5 mm bearing had 34.3% lower tensile stress compared to a 3.5 

mm bearing after 1.9 mm wear (average linear wear reported for clinically fractured bearings).  The 

fracture risk was also reduced when the radio-opaque marker wire was positioned further from the centre 

of the bearing, and when marker balls were used instead of marker wires (19% reduction in some 

regions).  These results indicate the importance of minimisinggood surgical technique to minimise 

component wear; the data also supports the current component design which uses posterior marker balls 

instead of marker wires, and the continuing use of a congruous femoral component. 

 

 

Keywords: knee replacement, polyethylene, fracture mechanism, finite element analysis, stress analysis, 

crack. 
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Introduction 

 

Fracture, whilst rare, is a concern when using mobile bearings in unicompartmental knee replacement.  

With increasing usage of these components [1] and longer life expectancy [2], it is essential to reduce the 

risk of fractures occurring.  In a recent study, ten retrieved Oxford Unicompartmental Knee Replacement 

(UKR) (Biomet UK Healthcare Ltd., Swindon, UK) ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene 

(UHMWPE) bearings were examined that had fractured during use [3]. The average time in situ prior to 

fracture was 16.8 years and the incidence of fracture was 3.2% for the Phase 1 (used prior to 1987), 

0.74% for Phase 2 (used prior to 1998) and 0.35% for Phase 3 bearings manufactured prior to 1999.  

However, it is worth considering that the more recent designs have not been in general use for as long and 

so the range of follow-up time is reduced.  From 1999 onwards, the bearing for the Oxford UKR uses two 

marker balls instead of a posterior marker wire (Figure 1); no fractures of the bearings with marker balls 

have been reported.   The purpose of the titanium marker is to aid location of the bearing on a radiograph 

of the knee; , asbecause polyethylene is not radio-opaque. 

 

In the previous retrieval study, the fracture surface patterns indicated that the failures had occurred due to 

fatigue fracture, and that the cracks were initiated in the centre, at the thinnest part of the bearing.  The 

direction of the fractures was comparable in eight of the ten bearings; , in these cases there was a single 

fracture which was in the medial-lateral (ML) direction.  The bearings showed evidence of impingement, 

above average wear, and oxidation.  In addition to this, four of those eight fractures went through or were 

near to the posterior radio-opaque marker wire; and thus it is probable that the wire was an influencing 

factor for some of the fractures.   
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Increased in vivo wear rates have been linked with impingement of the UHMWPE bearing on the 

surrounding bone or cement [4, 5],5]; this wear can lead to weakening and an increased risk of fracture 

[6].  Impingement and high wear was evident in all the fractured bearings and is thought to play a major 

role in the mechanism of fracture [3].  The quality of the UHMWPE used to manufacture a component is 

also thought to have been a factor [3, 7]. 

 

However, the inconsistent quality of the early generation UHMWPE, and excessive wear due to 

impingement, does not answer all of the questions raised by the previous study.  The mechanism by 

which the radio-opaque marker wire, and its position, influences the fracture risk is unknown.  The 

importance of other geometrical factors, such as bearing thickness or femoral congruency, is also 

undetermined.  In addition, the reason why the fractures occur, in general, in the ML direction is currently 

unconfirmed; although the previous study suggested this may bewas due to tensile forces resulting from 

the outward force component of the spherical articular pressure [3]. 

 

The purpose of this study was, firstly, to test the hypothesis that tensile forces within the bearings caused 

the characteristic ML fracture positiondirection; and secondly, to investigate the influence of various 

design parametersgeometrical factors on the risk of fracture of Oxford UKR bearings.   

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Parametric bearing model 

The geometry of the bearing model was based upon the Phase 1 design of the Oxford UKR, as the highest 

incidence of fracture was found with this design [3]. The Phase 1 femoral design was available in only 

one size (spherical radius of 24 mm); but the bearing came in a variety of thicknesses, ranging from 3.5 
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mm at the bottom of the spherical concavity, to 11.5 mm, in steps of 1 mm. The design was symmetric in 

the anterior-posterior plane and therefore it was only necessary to model half of the bearing.   

 

Parametric models were created to enable factors to be examined individually.  Python (version 2.6, 

Python Software Foundation, NH, USA) was used to write the scripts which created the models within 

the FEA software.   All simulations were performed using ABAQUS FEA software (version 6.11, 

Simulia, Rhode-Island, USA).  Geometrical models investigated included; varying the position of the 

marker wires/balls in the y-direction (m1), the femoral radius (f), the bearing thickness (t), and the 

backside wear; the marker height (m2) in relation to the bearing basespherical surface was kept constant 

(Figure 2,1, Table 1).  Backside wear was modelled as a reduction in bearing thickness while keeping the 

marker in the same position. (t-m2 = 0.5 mm). 

 

Two main models were examined; bearings with marker wires (Model W), and those with marker balls 

(Model B) (Figure 2a).1a).  The holes for the marker wire went through the entire width of the bearing; , 

the holes for the marker balls went to a depth of 3 mm from the outer surface. The default dimensions 

used for the models (t = 3.5 mm, f = 24 mm, m1 = 10.5 mm, m2 = 3 mm, Figure 2b)1b) were taken from 

product documentation where possible; and in cases where the values were unknown, direct 

measurements were made on components.  The femoral component was positioned concentrically onto 

the spherical upper surface of the bearing so that the two lowest points of the spheres were in contact. 

 

Material properties 

A quasi-static finite element model with an explicit direct solver was used for all simulations; it was 

therefore necessary to include specification of the mass (or density), as well as the modulus and Poisson’s 

ratio, of all materials.  The femoral component and the marker wires/balls were modelled as analytical 
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rigid surfaces.  The UHMWPE bearing was modelled assuming isotropic J2 plasticity (simple elastic-

plastic response); with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.46 [8], a density of 0.95 g/cm
3
 (representing irradiated 

UHMWPE aged in vivo by 5 years [9, 10]) and the true stress-strain data for cyclically loaded UHMPWE 

with a Young’s modulus of 315 MPa and a yield stress of 11 MPa.  The plasticity data used was taken 

from the work by Bergstrom et al. and was calculated from the true half-cycle stress-strain data for 

UHMPWE after reaching cyclic stability [11].  

 

The mass assigned to the femoral component (half model) was 17.1 g;, this was calculated from a Cobalt 

Chromium Molybdenum alloy density of 8.387 g cm
-3

 [12] and a femur volume of 2.04 cm
3
.  The mass 

assigned to the marker wires was 0.419 g and the marker balls was 0.00863 g; this was calculated using a 

volume of 0.00942 cm
3
 for the marker wire, using a Titanium 6-Aluminium 4-Vanadium alloy density of 

4.42 g cm
-3

 [13], and 0.00052 cm
3
 for the marker ball, using a Tantalum density of 16.6 g cm

-3
 [14]. 

 

Boundary conditions 

The base of the bearing was constrained in the z-axis, and the femoral component was only permitted to 

translate in the z-axis.  Symmetric constraints were applied to the end of the marker wires inalong the x-

axis and the markers were also prevented from rotating (Figure 3).  A friction coefficient of 0.07 [15] 

was used for contact (penalty algorithm) between the femoral component and the bearing, and the marker 

wire/ball and the bearing.   Articulation of the tibial side of the bearing was assumed to be frictionless. ; 

this was because friction on the tibial side was found to not have a significant effect on the result (see 

Supplementary Information). 

 

A sinusoidal cyclic load was applied to the femoral component to a maximum of 2.4 kN, at a frequency 

of 1 Hz.  The load value used was based on a patient of weight of 80.1 kg, which was the average 
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reported patient weight of the cases of clinical fractures [3], during walking (3 times body weight [16]). 

To ensure efficient model run-time, a mass-scaling factor of 4 x 10
5
 was used [17]. 

 

Mesh definition 

The bearing was meshed using quadratic tetrahedral elements (C3D10).  Seeding of the The mesh was 

performed in two stages.  Firstly, the whole bearing was seeded using a set overall mesh size.  Secondly, 

certain regions in the model were seeded with a further refined mesh size, which wasto 30% of the overall 

mesh size. The refined mesh in certain regions; these were; the ML sides of the bearing, the marker holes, 

and the region in the centre.  Once seeded, the model was meshed using the automatic mesh creation tools 

within ABAQUS.  A mesh convergence test, with element sizes ranging from 2.8 mm to 0.5 mm (Table 

2), found an overall mesh size of 1 mm to be optimum; where the result was within 95% of the next three 

smaller mesh sizes (Figure 4).2).  The final model had 59,167 nodes and 39,870 elements.  

 

Statistics 

A probabilistic approach was used to analyse the results from the study statistically; , the method used 

was that detailed by Dar et al. [18].  The same model was run 40 times, but each time a random error was 

added to the geometrical dimensions of the component, the possible error range was based upon 

manufacturing tolerances.  Thus 40 models were created for one specific bearing, which should represent 

the variation seen in the dimensions of 40 manufactured components.   The variation in the finite element 

analysis results from these models was then used for statistical analysis when comparing whether there 

was a statistical significance between two results. 

 

The dimensions to which tolerance variation was applied were; the femoral radius, the bearing thickness, 

the marker position, the femoral width, the bearing width and length, and the marker hole diameter.  The 
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tolerance value used for the marker hole was ±0.02 mm, which was based upon standard specifications 

(ISO 286-2: 2010); and for all other dimensions a tolerance of ±0.1 mm was used, equivalent to an 

average CNC machine cutting tolerance.  The reason CNC machine tolerances were applied is because 

the bearings would have been manufactured using a direct compression moulding technique, and the 

metallic moulds are manufactured using CNC machines.  A random number generator (‘random’ module 

within Python) with a Gaussian distribution within the tolerance values was used to add error to each 

dimension.   

 

Statistical tests were performed to compare differences between the models tested; when considering only 

two sets, a Student’s t-test was performed, and for all other tests one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

with a Tukey post-hoc test was used.  The Pearson’s correlation coefficient and coefficient of 

determination (R
2
) were found when performing linear regressions between factors. 

 

Model validation 

Firstly, to ensure that the mass-scaling factor did not affect the results, the kinetic energy of the model 

(default dimensions) was compared to the internal energy [19].  The kinetic energy was 0.02% of the 

internal energy of the model and therefore was deemed acceptable.  In addition to this, an equivalent 

implicit model was created and the results compared to that of the quasi-static model; , no significant 

difference was found in the stresses within the bearing. 

 

Secondly, to assess the importance of modelling the friction on the tibial side of the bearing, two models 

were created and compared; one with and one without friction.  A flat analytical rigid surface was used to 

model the tibial tray, and a friction of 0.07 [15] was defined for the articulation of the bearing on the tray; 

all other parameters were the same as the ‘default’ bearing model.   The results found the friction caused a 
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6.8% reduction in the tensile stress range at the side of the bearing, a 7.6% reduction within the marker 

hole and a 0.2% increase in the von Mises stress (Figure 5).S1).  None of these changes in stress were 

found to be significant. (p<0.0001). 

 

Thirdly, the results of the finite element model were compared to experimental measurements.  A 5.5 mm 

thick bearing sample (Biomet UK Ltd., Swindon, UK) was loaded 20 times sinusoidally between 0.24 kN 

and 2.4 kN at a frequency of 1 Hz using a servo-hydraulic test machine (Dartec HC10, Zwick Testing 

Machines Ltd., Leominster, UK) with a calibrated 15 kN load cell.  A resistance-based 28 mm by 33 mm 

pressure sensor with 572 sensels (Model 4000, Tekscan, Boston, USA) was placed underneath the 

bearing during loading; , the surface of the sensor was coated in lubricant to minimize shear forces.   

 

The sensor was conditioned prior to loading, using the method detailed by Brimacombe et al. [20], which 

involved four cycles.  Each conditioning cycle started with a linear increase in load over 10 s, the load 

was then held constant for 5 seconds, followed by a linear decrease for 10 s and the sensor was then left 

unloaded for 120 seconds before the next cycle.  The sensor was then equilibrated, and then calibration 

was performed by loading to 10 different random loads between 10% and 100% of the estimated load.  

The applied loads and resultant forces on the sensor were calibrated using a power law.  The maximum 

pressure under the bearing predicted by the finite element model was 8.3 ± 1.60 MPa, which was within 

9.8% of the 9.21 ± 0.39 MPa measured by the pressure sensor.  When the variation in the models was 

taken into account, no statistical difference was found between the datasets (p=0.1066). 

 

Results 
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At the peak load of the first loading cycle, the maximum von Mises stress was in the centre of the bearing 

at the base and was above the yield stress of the material.  A high tensile stress range (difference between 

the peak tensile stress and residual stress after unloading)  was found within the marker wire hole and was 

also evident along the side of the bearing (Figure 6).3).  At the side of the bearing the direction of the 

tensile stress (represented by red arrows in Figure 7) was normal to the ML plane, runningtransverse 

face, apart from in the anterior-posteriorly.centre of the bearing (Figure 4a).  The maximum net total 

force acting on the ML plane in the centre of the bearing was tensile, and was of a magnitude of 130 N 

(5.4% of total load, Figure 8),5), irrespective of thickness.   

 

Upon subsequent loading cycles, a slight drop in stress (2% for von Mises stress, 13% for the tensile 

stress) was observed for the second loading cycle; this drop was significant for the von Mises stress 

(p=0.0310), and for the tensile stress (p<0.0001).  Thereafter, no significant changes (p>0.8700) in stress 

were observed (Figure 9).6).  A reduction of 1.7% was also found in the net total tensile force on the 

fracture surface (Figure 8).5). 

 

The tensile stress within the posterior marker hole within the bearing was, on average, 52.9% higher than 

in the anterior marker hole; this difference was significant (p<0.0001).  Replacement of the posterior 

radio-opaque marker wire with marker balls had the greatest effect on the tensile stresses within the 

marker hole; , these were significantly (p=0.0294) reduced by 18.7% on average (Figure 10c).7c).  A 

reduction was also seen at peak loading in the tensile stresses at the side of the bearing (average 3.5% 

reduction, p=0.0110, Figure 10b).  No significant change was found in the von Mises stress at the centre 

of the bearing (p=0.1327, Figure 10a). 
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Placement of the marker wire towards the centre of the bearing caused a proportional increase in the 

tensile stress within the marker hole (R
2
=0.788, p=0.0033, Figure 10c), the stress increased at a rate of 

0.788 MPa / mm from the centre. An increase in tensile stress was also found during peak loading at the 

side of the bearing (Figure 10b); however, it was only at a magnitude of 0.0046 MPa / mm (R
2
=0.8370, 

p=0.0014) and the von Mises stress in the centre of the bearing increased at a rate of 0.0164 MPa / mm 

(R
2
=0.6870, p=0.0109, Figure 10a).   

 

Backside wear of the bearing caused a proportional increase in tensile stresses at the side (0.859 

MPa/mm, R
2
=0.9980, p<0.0001, Figure 10b) and the von Mises stress at the centre (1.59 MPa/mm, 

R
2
=0.9700, p=<0.0001, Figure 10a) during peak loading.  When the bearing was worn by 1.9 mm, the 

peak stresses at the side increased by 37.1%, and by 29.6% in the centre of the bearing.   

 

All the stresses within the bearing evaluated in this study significantly increased as the spherical radius of 

the femoral component was reduced (Figures 10a-c), but not linearly, ; the rate of increase reduced with 

decreasing radii.  The maximum von Mises stress and the tensile stress range at the side of the bearing 

increased significantly at each reduction (average p<0.0001 for von Mises stress, average p<0.0001 for 

tensile stress).  The tensile stress within the marker hole became significantly increased by a femoral 

radius of 20.4 mm and above (p=0.0007).  By a femoral radius of 15.6 mm the tensile stress during peak 

loading had increased by 168 %, the von Mises stress in the centre (peak load) by 63 % and within the 

marker hole by 24.6 %. 

 

The thinner bearings had greater stresses compared to the thicker bearing sizes (Figures 10a-c).7).  Each 1 

mm increase in thickness led to a significant reduction in the maximum von Mises stress (p<0.0010) and 

a significant reduction in the tensile stress at the side of the bearing was found up until a thickness of 6.5 
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mm (p<0.0010).  A marked difference was observed in the tensile stress within the marker hole of the 

thinnest bearing (3.5 mm thick) compared with the other bearing sizes (43 % higher, p<0.0001). 

 

Discussion 

The main aims of the study were to; firstly, understand the fracture mechanism which resulted in the 

characteristic fracture pattern, and secondly, to examine the influence of various different design factors 

on the risk of fracture. 

 

Fracture mechanism 

For a fatigue fracture to occur, first a crack needs to initiate or be already present within the material and 

develop into a micro-crack (Stage I), cyclic tensile forces of a sufficient tensile range are required to 

propagate the crack (Stage II), and finally the crack needs to reach a sufficient size before accelerating to 

catastrophic failure (Stage III) [21].   

 

A previous SEM examination of a bearing fracture surface revealed fatigue striations on the fracture 

surface, which progressed outwards from the centre of the bearing [3]; this indicates that the Stage I crack 

occurred in the centre of the bearing.  The results of the FEA demonstrated that the centre of the bearing 

was the site of the greatest von Mises stress (Figure 6)3) and above the yield stress of the material.  

Studies have shown that cracks can initiate within UHMWPE when exposed to high compressive stress 

[22], and that cyclic damage of the UHMWPE and defect formation is most likely to occur in a region of 

plastic deformation [23]; it is therefore probable that the crack initiation occurred in the centre of the 

bearing due to high cyclic compressive stress.   
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Stage II crack growth in the retrieved bearings had occurred in the ML direction; it is known that Stage II 

crack growth occurs normal to the principal tensile axis [24, 25], and therefore it can be inferred that high 

tensile forces were present in the anterior-posterior direction.  The FEA model confirmed this hypothesis; 

, a net tensile force was acting on the fracture surface and represented approximately 5% of the total 

femoral load.  The concentration of force was greatest at the medial and lateral sides of the bearing 

(Figure 7a)4a) and therefore this region was used to assess risk of crack propagation.   

 

Effect of multiple loading cycles 

Softening of the UHMWPE was observed when the bearing was loaded for multiple loading cycles, 

resulting in a slight drop in the stresses within the bearing and in the tensile forces on the fracture surface 

(Figure 9).6).  A similar stabilisation was observed by Estupiñán et al [26] who also used a J2-plasticity 

model and found no change in the results after 5 loading cycles of UHMWPE.   Softening of UHMWPE 

has been demonstrated under experimental conditions and is a known phenomenon; however, it is thought 

that J2-plasticity models over-estimate this effect [27].  In addition, the model does not account for 

oxidation, which is known to increase exponentially with time in vivo [28], causing a reduction in the 

toughness [10], and an increase in modulus [29].  A slight reduction in the net total tensile force acting on 

the fracture surface was also observed after multiple loading cycles (Figure 8); however, this difference 

was only 1.7% and implies that the force acting on the fracture surface would remain relatively stable 

throughout the lifetime of the component.Absolute values from this study will, therefore, have a certain 

degree of error and the results are best examined comparatively. 

 

Impact of the marker wire 

In four of the ten fractured bearings reported previously, the marker wire was implicated as a possible 

cause [3].  In these cases, the components were small bearings, which are known to have the marker wire 
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closer to the centre; and the fracture was in the region of the posterior marker wire rather than the anterior 

wire.  Movement of the marker wire closer to the centre of the bearing caused a linear and significant 

increase in all of the stresses within the bearing confirming that the position is important.  The FEA 

results also found that the tensile stress in the region of the posterior marker wire is significantly greater 

than near the anterior marker wire.  The posterior marker wire is in a thinner part of the bearing; , the 

reason for this is that the anterior portion of the bearing was raised compared to the posterior to reduce 

the risk of posterior bearing dislocation and thus the thinnest part of the bearing became more posterior 

[30].  There is also anecdotal evidence that the backside wear of the bearing is greater posteriorly which 

would further exacerbate the stresses.  The radio-opaque posterior marker wire was replaced with marker 

balls in 1999; , the results from the present study indicate that this change has reduced the residual tensile 

stress within the marker hole by 53% and also caused a small reduction in tensile stress at the side of the 

bearing.  I; it is therefore likely that this has reduced the fracture risk, which is supported by the clinical 

evidence [3]. 

 

Bearing wear 

General wear of the bearing is known to be an important factor; , all of the bearings which fractured 

clinically had worn excessively and demonstrated evidence of impingement and oxidation [3].  

Impingement Wear has been related to wear impingement [4, 5], and oxidation of UHMWPE has also 

been shown to increase wear and decrease fracture resistance [31].  Of the fractured bearings examined, 

the average linear wear was 1.9 mm [3]; according to the results, this amount of wear would cause a 30-

40% increase in the stress within the bearing.  Good surgical technique is therefore imperative to ensure 

that impingement does not occur, and storage of the component in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

guidelines to avoid component oxidation is essential; these precautions should minimise wear and 

therefore to keep the stresses within the bearing at a low level.   
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Femoral congruency 

The design philosophy behind the Oxford UKR is that the femoral component is fully congruent with the 

articulating surface of the bearing, and that the bearing is fully mobile on the flat tibial tray; the purpose 

of this is to minimise constraint while maximising contact area and minimising wear [4].  The models 

which loaded the bearing with a fully conforming femoral component demonstrated the lowest stresses, 

supporting the design philosophy.  Unconforming mobile unicompartmental knee designs are in clinical 

use; some designs can have a high flexion geometry with a radius as low as 60-70% of the size of the 

congruent femur (measurements taken from product documentation images), equivalent to a 15.6 mm 

radius for the Oxford UKR.   According to the results of this study, this non-congruency could cause an 

increase of 168% in stresses at the side of the bearing, 63% increase in stresses in the centre, 25% 

increase in residual stresses in the centre of the bearing; all of which would be expected to increase the 

risk of fracture. 

 

Bearing thickness 

Of the ten fractured bearings examined, all were within the three smallest thicknesses (3.5 mm to 5.5 mm 

thick); however, it was not possible to conclude from the clinical data whether bearing thickness was a 

significant factor in the fractures due to the small number of clinical samples.  The FEA results indicate 

that bearing thickness is an important factor in the fractures because the thinnest bearings had an 

increased von Mises stress and tensile stress range at the side of the bearing and within the marker hole.  

However, it is important to note that although these bearings have an increased risk of fracture, fracture of 

the bearings has only occurred clinically under oxidation, impingement, adverse wear conditions, and 

after a long period of time in vivo.  The fractures appear to be a very time-dependent phenomenon; the 
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average implantation time prior to fracture of the bearings was over 16 years, which would represent 

approximately 16,000,000 loading cycles; and some were implanted for over 20 years prior to fracture. 

 

Validity of the model 

There are limitations to the model used in this study; firstly, the J2-plasticity material model used to 

represent the behaviour of UHMWPE was relatively simple, and is known not to be accurate for certain 

conditions.  These include large deformations, rate-dependent behaviour, and for compressive strains 

above 0.6 [11, 32].  However, the J2-plasticity model was thought to be appropriate for this particular 

study, because the simulation did not involve large deformations, compressive strains did not exceed 0.6 

and the rate used was constant and equal to both the material testing rate and the approximated in vivo 

loading rate.  In addition to this, a small validation study using pressure sensors confirmed that the results 

from the finite element model were correct to within 10% of the measured values, which supported the 

material model used.  However, it is worth noting that the model does not take account of polyethylene 

creep which can occur over long periods of time.    Another consideration is that itIn addition, the model 

does not account for oxidation, which is known to increase exponentially with time in vivo [28], causing a 

reduction in the toughness [10], and an increase in modulus [29].  The model is only appropriate to 

simulate the behaviour of a newly manufactured bearing during the first few loading cycles. 

 

Some assumptions were made in the model design.  It was assumed that the articulation of the backside of 

the bearing with the metallic tray was frictionless and it is known that the friction coefficient between 

UHMWPE and cobalt-chrome-molybdenum alloy is approximately 0.07 [15].    As nNo significant 

differences could be detected between the models run with, and without friction, this assumption was 

thought to be valid.  The model assumed that the femoral loading was concentric to the bearing; however, 

in reality in some clinical cases abnormal loading conditions can cause eccentric articulation, and this was 
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evident on some of the retrieved bearings [3].  Examination of this issue was outside of the scope of this 

study, but future work is underway to quantify the incidence, extent and influence of eccentric 

articulation. 

 

Finally, it was evident that the variation in the results obtained from the region of the marker hole was 

greater than those in the centre of the bearing and the ML sides.  This is thought to have been due to the 

contact definition in the region.   Due to this variation, the model would have been unable to detect subtle 

changes in the results. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Of the various geometrical parameters examined, the backside wear and the femoral incongruency 

increased the fracture risk the most.  Based upon this, use of a non-congruent femur would not be 

recommended and backside wear should be minimised.  Wear is multifactorial, but impingement is 

known to be an important factor in cases of high wear in unicompartmental knee replacement [4, 5, 33] 

and therefore good surgical technique is paramount to reduce impingement.  The use of thicker bearings 

was also shown to reduce the fracture risk; however, in practice the use of thicker knee bearings requires 

removal of more bone, and therefore should be carefully considered.  Current evidence indicates that the 

use of the thinner bearings will only increase the risk of fracture when in combination with high wear, 

impingement, oxidation, and after a long time in vivo.  Unfortunately it was not possible to account for in 

vivo aging of the polyethylene in this study but work is underway to examine the effect of these changes 

in the material properties.  Other future work planned includes analysis of the common patterns of wear 

from retrieved specimens, and an investigation of the impact this might have on the stresses within the 

bearings.  Finally, this study supports the design change made in 1999 where the posterior radio-opaque 
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marker wire was replaced with two marker balls; the results indicate this will have significantly reduced 

the risk of bearing fracture. 
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Figure Captions and Tables 

Figure 1.  Position of the posterior marker balls and anterior marker wire (red) within the current bearing 

design.  The components are shown implanted within the bone when the knee is in a standing position. 

Figure 2.  Illustration of (a) Model-W and Model-B geometry, and (b) the dimensions used to create the 

parametric model.  Where,SR = spherical radius, R = radius, m1 = marker position in the y-axis, m2 = 

marker position in the z-axis, t = bearing thickness, and f = femoral spherical radius. 

Figure 2.Figure 3.  Illustration of the final mesh (1 mm overall size) and boundary conditions applied to 

the model. 

Figure 4.  Mesh convergence results for (a) the maximum von Mises stress at the centre of the bearing, 

(b) the range of tensile stress at the side of the bearing, (c) the range of tensile stress within the posterior 

marker hole.  The area highlighted in grey represents the data within 95% of the next three smaller mesh 

sizes. 

Figure 5.  Difference in 3.  The maximum principal stresses and the von Mises and tensile stresses within 

the model when friction was included onbearing at peak, using default dimensions for the tibial side, 

compared with no friction.  No statistical differences were found between the two models.bearing. 

Figure 6.  The maximum principal stresses (a) and the von Mises stresses (b) within the posterior half of 

the bearing at peak load, using default dimensions for the bearing.  The mesh density shown is the final 

mesh decided upon as a result of the mesh convergence test (1 mm).  Units are in MPa. 

Figure 7.4.  Illustration of (a) the tensile vectors within the bearing of default dimensions.  The tensile 

force magnitude is represented by the arrow size and represents the direction in which the tensile force is 

acting.dimensions, and (b) the compressive vectors within the bearing.  The top of the image is the 

anterior side of the bearing, and the lower is the posterior side. 

Figure 8.5.  Change in net tensile force normal to the fracture surface over 5 loading cycles for a bearing 

of default dimensions. 

Figure 9.6.  Change in stress with increasing loading cycles for a bearing of default dimensions; data 

represented as a percentage of the 1
st
 cycle.  Significance (*) shown when p<0.05. 

Figure 10.7.  Results summary for the different models illustrating the change in (a) the maximum von 

Mises stress in the centre of the bearing, (b) the range of tensile stress at the side of the bearing, and (c) 

the range of tensile stress within the marker hole. 

Table 1.  Summary of the different models created, and the values assigned to the parameters. 

Table 2.  Details of the meshes tested for the mesh convergence test. 
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